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Abstract 

In Collider fill mode, the Low Energy Booster (LEB) 
will accelerate 10” protons in 114 bunches from an injec- 
tion momentum of 1.22 GeVjc to a final momentum of 
12 Gev/c, cycling at a frequency of 10 Hz. The most sig- 
nificant, extension of present fast-cycling synchrotron tech- 
nology arises from the requirement that the normalized 
transverse emittance (rms) of the beam be ~0.6 s pm. In 
nn alternative mode, the LEB will accelerate five times 
this current with a normalized transverse emittance < 4 in 
pm. A general overview of the design is presented. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The Superconducting Super Collider will utilize an accel- 
eration chain consisting of a linac followed by three syn- 
chrotrons in order to achieve the final required injection 
momentum. The Low Energy Booster (LEB) is to be the 
first synchrotron in this series. The general design specifi- 
cations for t,he LEB are given in Table 1. 

space for the required hardware, and sufficiently large yt 
to avoid crossing transition and to provide an adequate 
slip factor at extraction to support cogging procedures. 
Several alternative lattices were explored in light of these 
specifications and those given in Table 1. A more detailed 
discussion of the design philosophy and concepts involved 
in these considerations [l], and tracking evaluations [2] are 
given in papers in these proceedings. The lattice chosen 
for the LEB has three-fold symmetry. The machine layout 
is shown in Figure 1 and basic lattice parameters are given 
in Table 2. Figure 2 shows latt,ice functions at nominal 
tune for one sixth of the machine. 

Each of the three arc regions consists of four cells, each 
with a horizontal tune of 0.75, providing an integer hori- 
zontal tune of three across each arc. This results in zero 
dispersion in each of the three straight sections. The arc 
regions have a slight deviation from the int,eger condition 
in the vertical plane to achieve the required overall non- 
integer tune in that plane. 

Parameter Value 

Injection Momentum (GeV/c) 1.22 
Extraction Momentum (GeV/c) 12.0 

Repetition Rate (Hz) 10 
Circumference (m) 570 
Harmonic Number 114 
t+ rms (7r mm-mrad) 0.G 

Particles/bunch 1 x 10’0 

Table 1: LEB Desiqn Parameters 

II. I>ATTICF: 

Tilt basic lat t,ict: tIPsign const raint,s were a small circumfer.. 
t‘nce to rtliriirnize space charge effect,s, adequate azimuthal 

‘Upcrated t)y ~11~ I illivrrsities Rrsenrcll ~ssociat,ior~, Inc. fo, 
the, 1l.S. ~r~~:~~-t~,,,wt nf I.:rrrqy, undrir I-ontract Ko DI3-AC02. 
W~<R4D46~i. 

Parameter 

vx 

“Y 
xZ (natural/corrected) 
xy (natural/corrected) 

Yt 

Nominal 

Value Range 

11.65 10.85 - 11.85 
11.60 10.8 - 11.8 

-15.7/o -14.0 - -16.5/O 
-17.7/o -15.0 - -18.5/O 

22.1 24.4 - 21.9 

Table 2: LEB Lattice Parameters 

Each of the three straight regions has a vertical tune of 
1.0, effectively increasing the lattice periodicity with re- 
spect to polarized beam, and therefore, reducing the num- 
ber of depolarizing resonances to be crossed. The hori- 
zontal tune across each straight region has been adjusted 
to achieve the required overall non-integer tune in t.hat 
plane. One straight region, labled Sl in Figure 1, will be 
used for injection. specixlizc>d diagnostics, and additional 
rf accelerating cavities should this prove ni’cessary. A SI~C- 
ond straight, region (S2) will I-W usr~d for f~xtraction, and 
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Figure 1: Low Energy Booster Layout 

t.he third straight region (53) will be primarily used for 
rf systems. To maintain the option of accelerating polar- 
ized beam, space has been allocated in the straight regions 
for later addition of a partial Siberian snake and pulsed 
quadrupoles to jump intrinsic depolarizing resonances. 

The required magnetic hardware is specified in Table 3. 
To achieve adequate tracking over the entire acceleration 
cycle, the dipoles and quadrupoles will be powered in se- 
ries by a single resonant circuit, system. There will be eight 
t,ypcs of quadrupoles differing only in length. Associated 
with each quadrupole will be a beam position monitor and 
,a central-orbit correction dipole correcting in the plane of 
focus of the qundrupole. Trim quxdrupoles are associated 
wit,11 most of the quadrupolcs to correct, for tracking errors, 
the half-integer resonance, and to provide a tune adjust- 
ment, capacity of one integer in each plane. 

Ylagnet Type length [m] Total Number 

Dipole 4.0 48 
Quatlrupole 0.57 - 0.71 90 

!+stup01e 0.3 48 

Table 3: LEB Lattice ,Magnetic Elements 

III. SPACE; CHARGE. CONSIDERATIONS 

.1lt ilough the beam intensit,y requirement for the LEB 
ib rel;lt i\,c,ly rl~odcst~ cottipared to csist.ing machines, the re- 
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Figure 2: Low Energy Booster Lattice Functions 

quired small beam emittance results in a significant tune 
depression. In terms of the Laslett tune shift, the tune de- 
pression is ~0.5 at an injection momentum of 1.22 GeV/c. 
Therefore, the effects of space charge are considered a ma- 
jor constraint with respect to the beam dynamics. Cer- 
tainly a smaller space charge induced tune shift is prefer- 
able. However, the maximum allowable tune shift is not 
a well defined number. Experimental results of existing 
machines indicate that a tune shift of even more than 
0.5 may be acceptable. Machine parameters such as reso- 
nance strengths, superperiodicity, or operating transverse 
and synchrotron tunes all have a bearing on the resultant 
acceptable tune depression. 

To explore the relevant pararneter space, a code contin- 
ues to be developed which employs multi-particle t,rack- 
ing with the transverse dynamics of the thin lens code 
TEAPOT, the space charge force introduced as kicks, and 
includes synchrotron oscillations and acceleration. Emit- 
tance evolution as well as the particle distribution are sim- 
ulated as a function of time. A more detailed paper is 
included in these proceedings [3]. 

IV. INJECTION 

Microbunches injected from the linac into the LEB will 
be sheared and momentum-compressed to reduce space 
charge effects and rf voltage requirements. The longitudi- 
nal emittance (rms) of the microbunches will be 6.0 x 10-r 
eV-set with an energy spread (rms) of 0.11 MeV and bunch 
length (rms) of 1.6 cm. 

Utilizing four turn injection of stripped H- similar to 
that implemented at FNAL, the beam will be injected into 
the LEB with a momentum of 1.22 GeV/c, with each turn 
placing nine linac microbunches into each LEB bucket. 
The linac frequency will be adjusted such that the 36 linac 
microbunches will be evenly spaced within an LEB bucket. 
An irnportant criteria for the capture process is the avoid- 
ance of significant longitudinal bunching to minimize the 
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space charge induced dilution of the transverse emittance. 
The rf requirements have been evaluated using ESME and 
details are presented elsewhere in these proceedings [4]. 
For 7~15 turns the rf voltage will be maintained at a low 
value to allow the microhunches to debunch. The rf voltage 
will then be increased rapidly for ~1 ms, when a bucket 
nrea of 0.04 eV-set will be achieved, and maintained at 
this level until ~3 ms. In order to reduce particle loss, the 
bucket area will then be increased to 0.054 eV-set by ~5 
rns. Tracking simulations utilizing ESME predict a capture 
efficiency of E98 %. 

V. RF SYSTEMS 

The requirements for rf voltage are established by the si- 
nusoidal magnet ramp, and by the requirements for bucket 
area to contain the accelerated beam. The initial part of 
t,he bucket area profile was developed to optimize capture 
as described in section IV. The bucket area is kept con- 
stant from 5 ms to 30 ms in the acceleration cycle, after 
which time it is allowed to grow smoothly to x0.32 eV-sec. 
‘The bunch area remains constant at x0.038 eV-sec. 

RF System Parameter Value 

Injection Frequency (MHz) 47.513 
ISxt,raction Frequency (MHz) 59.776 

Maximum Circumferential Voltage (kV) 765 
Maximum Synchronous Phase (“) 65.5 

Maximum Energy Gain per Turn (keV) 645 
Maximum Slot length available for rf (m) 25 

'l-able 4: RF System Parameters 

The IimitW space available for rf leads to a requirement 
for rllasitrnllll sustainable voltage on each gap. Relatively 
high peak voltages and large bandwidths lead to a pref- 
f’ronce for low-loss, orthogonally biased ferrite [5]. The 
rr:f<xrPnce cavity, chosen after careful consideration of a 
wide: rang” of potent,ial designs, is based on an existing 
ci&gn [G], presently under test at TRIUMF. These tests 
11a~ i;atisfactorily addressed the critical issue of managing 
c~ldy currcant Ircatiug in the t,uner. As the TRIUMF KAOIX 
ljoohtt‘r will cycle at 50 112, compared to 10 Hz for the 
LEB. t.his probleln can be regarded as solved. A more se- 
riciub- prohlrrtl is designing t,he cavity to minimize rf power 
tlisisipat.ed in the ferrite, and maximizing the heat removal 
c’al)ability of t,hcx t,rincr , so that t,he highest possible gap 
volt.ag;c, can bc, sustained, and the number of cavities min- 
Itttiz<,cl. This cxf,rcisc is subject to the severe constraints 
t~f rllltllrnurll construction cost and maximum utilization of 
f’,rrit<>. ‘I‘ht, most, significant advance has been the adop- 
t ion <)f’ n schertlcl which provides direct fluid cooling to the 
l’~~rrilf~ surfaces. anti ii modest change in tuner configura- 
I io[, \vt11(.h rf,tiuces the volume of ferrite required by about 
;I I‘:lc.tcbr c~ftwo, rc,lative to the design lmcler test. 

VI. LONGITUDINAL MATCIIING 

Details of the longitudinal matching for injection into 
the second synchrotron, the Medium Energy Booster 
(MEB) are given elsewhere [7]. Achieving the necessary 
longitudinal LEB to MEB match by adjusting only rf pa- 
rameters would require an rf voltage at the end of the LEB 
cycle of ~20 kV. This low a voltage is felt to be problem- 
atic. Therefore, it is proposed to jump the phase near the 
end of the LEB ramp cycle to the unstable region, let the 
bunch shear, and then restore the phase to the stable point. 
Tracking in the MEB of the bunch so created shows this 
procedure to be adequate and allows the rf voltage at the 
end of the LEB cycle to be x80 kV. 

VII. EXTRACTION 

Single-turn, vertical extraction will be used. A set of 
three orbit bump dipoles will be used to vertically displace 
the central orbit by approximately 1.5 cm. A fast, ferrite 
kicker will be used to vertically sweep the beam past a thin 
magnetic septum to initiate the extraction process. 
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